Abstract: An extended entity-relationship model concentrating nearly all concepts of known \semantic" data models and especially allowing arbitrary user de ned data types is introduced. The semantics of the model is described purely in algebraic terms mainly based on the notions of signature, algebra and extension. On this basis a calculus making intensive use of abstract data types is de ned and employed for the formulation of typical integrity constaints like functional restrictions and key speci cations.
The Basic Idea
Before we explain the formal details of our approach we point out the basic ideas by means of an example. We consider a simple geo-scienti c database where information about towns, countries and rivers has to be stored. First, we have entity types which are described by attributes returning values of given data types (possibly set-, bag-or list-valued), e.g., a TOWN has a name, a population and a geometry.
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! P P P P P P P P P population:int geometry:list(point) name:string TOWN Secondly, relationships can exist between entity types, e.g., RIVERS ow through COUN-TRIES, TOWNS lie at RIVERS and lie in COUNTRIES. These relationships can also have attributes. Thirdly, entity types can have other entity types as components, e.g., a TOWN has as component the set of its DISTRICTS and each district has as component the set of STREETS lying in the district.
--TOWN districts: set DISTRICT streets:set STREET Last, but not least,entity types can be constructed from other entity types, e.g., an entity of type WATERS is constructed from an entity of type RIVER, SEA or LAKE. RIVER, SEA and LAKE are the input types of the construction, WATERS the output type. Due to space limitations only a short sketch of our model can be given. Full motivation of all concepts can be found in HG 88]. For an entity-relationship schema (as introduced above) we shall de ne a signature (in the sense of abstract data type theory) and a database state for such a schema will then be an algebra for this signature (with carrier sets, functions and relations). We will also de ne a calculus for such entity-relationship schemas which can be employed to express queries and integrity constraints. The calculus especially distinguishes between sets and bags (multisets). Therefore it is well suited to formulate aggregation properties not expressible for instance in the \classical" relational tuple or domain calculus Ma 83] . For 2 example the query \Give me for each country its name and the average of the population of its towns" is formulated as -name(c) , AVG -population(t) 
j t:TOWN^lies-in(t,c) ]-j c:COUNTRY ]-
Terms of the form -... ]-are bag-valued (retaining duplicates). Please notice, this is essential for the calculation of the average in the subquery, if two towns have the same population. It is also possible to restrict variables to the nite set of all stored values: Assume`government' is an attribute for COUNTRY of sort string (for instance \socialistic", \democratic", etc.).Then the query \Give me every (stored) form of government and for every (stored) form of government the sum of country populations having this form" will be expressed as The standard function BTS converts a Bag To a Set. The calculus is also employed to formulate integrity constraints. For example, relationships can be required to be functiona:
This formula means that ows-into is functional from RIVER to WATERS, i.e., a river ows into (at most) one water. Another application is the speci cation of key attributes, key components and key relations:
name(r) 6 = name(r') _ ( 9 c : COUNTRY ) ows-through(r,c) xor ows-through(r',c)
This formula, where xor stands for the exclusive or, expresses that a river is identi ed by its name and the countries through which it ows: fname, ows-throughg is a key for RIVER.
In other words, two di erent rivers must have di erent names or (if their names coincide) there must be a country such that one river ows through this country and the other one not: the rivers have to be observably inequivalent with respect to \name" or \ ows-through". Let us nally mention the possibility of cardinality constraints :
The above line (CNT stands for COUNT) says that districts have at least 50 and at most 100 streets. 3. Algebraization of the Extended Entity-Relationship Model 3.1 Axiomatic conventions: Let jSETj denote the class of sets, jFISETj the class of nite sets, jFUNj the class of total functions and jRELj the class of relations. There are the obvious inclusions jFISETj jSETj and jFUNj jRELj jSETj. Assume sets S, S 1 , ..., S n 2 jSETj are given. Then F(S) denotes the restriction of the powerset P(S) of S to nite sets, S the set of nite lists over S, S + the set of nite non-empty lists over S, and S 1 x ... x S n the cartesian product of the sets S 1 ,...,S n . The set of nite multisets or bags over S is given by B(S). A bag can be considered as a ( nite) set S together with a counting function occur : S ! N, giving for each element the number of occurrences in the bag. Finite sets are written as fc 1 ,...,c n g, lists as <c 1 ,...,c n >, elements of the cartesian product as (c 1 ,...,c n ), and bags as ffc 1 ,...,c n gg. For a set fc 1 ,...,c n g, i6 =j implies c i =/c j . But this is not necessarily true for bags: If we have a bag ffc 1 ,...,c n gg with occur(c)=k, this implies that there are k distinct indices i 1 ,...,i k 2 1..n with c ij =c for j21..k. For the rest of the paper we assume one xed data signature and algebra including (among others) the sorts int, rat (for integer and rational numbers) and string together with adequate operations and predicates to be given. 3.4 Example: Our example presented in chapter 2 uses the data sorts int, rat, string and point. As will be seen later in the context of aggregations like SUM or AVG, the addition + on integers and on rationals has to be in the set OPNS 2;1 . We also need the division = on rationals. (v) If s 1 ,...,s n 2SORT-EXPR(S), then prod(s 1 ,...,s n )2SORT-EXPR(S). The semantics of the sort expressions is a function SORT-EXPR(S)]:SORT-EXPR(S) ! jSETj determined by the following rules. .. x s n ! prod(s 1 ,...,s n ) Additionally, error constants representing ? could be added. For sets, two equations must be valid, whereas the interpretation of bags is restricted by only one equation. Lists and products are generated \freely' (without restricting equations).
Because the second set equation is not valid for bags, bags and sets ful ll the following rules (with respect to the ff...gg-and f...g-notation). ffc 1 gg ffc 2 gg = ffc 2 gg ffc 1 gg = ffc 1 ,c 2 gg = ffc 2 ,c 1 gg if c 1 6 = c 2 ffcgg ffcgg = ffc,cgg fc 1 g fc 2 g = fc 2 g fc 1 g = fc 1 ,c 2 g = fc 2 ,c 1 g if c 1 6 = c 2 fcg fcg = fcg 3.10 De nition: (operations and predicates induced by the sort expressions) Let the sort expressions as de ned above be given. The syntax of the operations and predicates induced by the sort expressions is given by the following sets and functions (s, s 1 , ..., s n refer to arbitrary sort expressions and to an element of OPNS functions equational speci cations can be given. We use the following conventions and abbreviations for frequently used operations. If no ambiguities occur, we drop the list-, set-, bag-or prod-indices of the operation symbols and leave out parenthesis in accordance with the usual rules. SUM refers to APL + dependent on the context (the idea of applying a binary operator to a list of values has also been proposed in Bi 87]). MAX means APL max with max(x,y) = if x>y then x else y. MIN is de ned analogously. AVG set(d) (x) refers to APL +;set(d) (x) / CNT set(d) (x), analogously for lists and bags. With this convention we have of course AVG(;) = ?. Instead of PRJ i (x) or PRJ i ( (x 1 ,...,x n ) ) we also use the more suggestive x.i or (x 1 ,...,x n ).i, where i is a constant between 1 and n. LTS stands for BTS o LTB. yielding for an output entity the corresponding input entity it refers to. Since this function is injective, every output entity corresponds to exactly one input entity. But an input entity need not appear in any output type at all, because the function is not required to be surjective. This semantics of CONSTRUCTION is equivalent to demanding that every output entity "is" an input entity:
The restricting conditions for constructions guarantee that we have for a constructed entity e uniquely determined constructions c 1 ,...,c n , other constructed entities e 1 ,...,e n?1 and a nonconstructed (basic) entity e n , such that these items are related as given in Figure 2 .
e n?1 e n e n?1 c n e n c 1 ... e 2 c 2 e 1 e e 2 e 1 e ... In other words, for a constructed entity there is a uniquely determined construction rule.
As for DATA, we assume the element ? to be element of every entity type in ENTITY.
Thus, every attribute and component is per default optional. Indeed, this can be excluded by additional integrity constraints.
3.16 Example: In our example the following identities hold : ENTITY = fTOWN, RIVER, COUNTRY, SEA, LAKE, WATERS, DISTRICT, STREETg, RELATION = flies-at, lies-in, ows-through, ows-intog, COMPONENT = fdistricts, streetsg and CONSTRUCTION = fareg. The corresponding function participants, etc. can be derived from the diagrams.
3.17 Fact: The algebraization of an extended entity-relationship schema will be done in two steps. First 4.3 Remark: Our calculus has to leave the usual hierarchical structure of calculi (termsatomic formulas -formulas), because we will allow arbitrary bag-valued terms of the form -t 1 , ..., t n j 1^. ..^ n^' ]-. The terms t 1 , ..., t n compute the target information, 1^. .. n are declarations of variables which can again use bag-valued terms of the above form to restrict the domain of a variable to a nite set (like this has been done in the second query in chapter 2).
De nition: (ranges)
The syntax of ranges is given by a set RANGE and functions domain : RANGE ! SORTEX-PRS and free : RANGE ! F(VAR) ( 2RANGE s stands for 2RANGE and domain( )=s). (i) If s2ENTITY or s2RELATION, then s2RANGE s and free RANGE (s):= ;.
(ii) If t2TERM set(s) with s2SORTEXPRS, then t2RANGE s and free RANGE (t):=free TERM (t).
The semantics of ranges is a function RANGE] : RANGE x ASSIGN ! SORTEXPRS]. The syntax of declarations is given by a set DECL and functions free, decl : DECL ! F(VAR -\n : BTS -name(r') j r' : RIVER^r : RIVER^lies-at(t,r)^ ows-into(r',WATERS(r)) ]-BTS -name(r) j r : RIVER^lies-at(t,r) ]-" declares n (of type string).
De nition: (terms)
The syntax of terms is given by a set TERM, and functions sort : TERM ! SORTEXPRS and free : TERM ! F(VAR) (t2TERM s stands for t2TERM and sort(t)=s \ free( j )= ; (i6 =j), then -t 1 ,....,t n | 1^. ..^ k^' ]-2 TERM bag(prod(s1;:::;sn)) and free(-t 1 ,...,t n j 1^. ..^ k^' ]-) :=( free( 1 ) ... free( k ) free(t 1 ) ... free(t n ) free(') ) -( 4.10 Remark: If no ambiguity arises, we use entity types instead of integers in the case of terms according to point (ii), e.g., ft.RIVER instead of ft.1 (with type(ft)= ows-through). 4.11 Example: The queries in chapter 2 are term according to point (vi) of the above de nition and have sort bag(prod(string,rat)) and bag(prod(string,int)), respectively.
--population(c) j c : COUNTRY^government(c)=g ]-is a terms of sort bag(int) with free variable g. It was used in the second query in chapter 2.
--r j r : RIVER^lies-in(r,c) ]-is a term of sort bag(RIVER) with free variable c.
De nition: (formulas)
The syntax of formulas is given by a set FORM and a function free : FORM ! F(VAR).
(i) If
:s 1 x...xs n 2PRED and t i 2TERM si (i=1..n), then (t 1 ,...,t n )2FORM and free( (t 1 ,...,t n )):=free(t 1 ) ... free(t n ).
(ii) If t 1 ,t 2 2TERM s , then t 1 =t 2 2FORM and free(t 1 =t 2 ):=free(t 1 ) free(t 2 ).
(iii) If t2TERM, then UNDEF(t)2FORM and free(UNDEF(t)):=free(t).
(iv) If ' 2FORM, then :(')2FORM and free(:(')):=free('). with the usual semantics. They can be de ned by means of the above de nitions.
De nition: (queries)
The syntax of queries is the set QUERY: -If t2TERM with sort(t)2SORT-EXPR(DATA) and free(t)=;, then t2QUERY.
The semantics of queries is a function QUERY] : QUERY ! SORT-EXPR(DATA)].
-QUERY](t) := TERM](t,"). 2 4.15 Facts: -Every multi-valued term t2TERM is evaluated to a nite set, bag, or list for every assignment .
-Since a query is a special case of a term, any query yields a nite result: The EER calculus is safe. -The EER calculus is relationally complete (if every relation is modelled by an entity type). The proofs can be found in HG 88]. Thus our calculus preserves nice properties of the relational calculi Ma 83], but on the other hand it is also more expressive. In the classical calculi it is not possible to compute for instance the cardinality (i.e., the number of acually stored tuples) of a relation R( a 1 : D 1 , ..., a n : D n ). Of course, this presents no problem in our approach, because we can use data type operations : CNT bag(R) -r j r : R ]-. We here assume the relation R is modelled by an entity type R with attributes a 1 ,...,a n . 5. Integrity Constraints 5.1 Concept: We now use our calculus to formulate integrity constraints. An integrity constraint is a formula of the calculus without free variables. These formulas restrict the class of EER-algebras to algebras where the formulas hold.
De nition: (functional restriction)
The syntax of a functional restriction for a relation r(e 1 ,...,e n ) is a pair (f= f 1 ,...,f m , g= g 1 ,...,g k ) of subsets of e 1 ,...,e n . The semantics of a functional restriction is the following formula.
( 8 v , w : r ) v.f 1 = w.f 1^. ..^v.f m = w.f m ) v.g 1 = w.g 1^. ..^v.g k = w.g k 2 5.3 Remark: Please notice, it is possible to formulate more than one functional restriction for a single relationship. For instance, if we have a relationship r(A,B,C) with three entity types, one can demand that r is a function from A to C as well as from C x B to A. 5.4 Example: In the example in chapter 2 the functional restriction (fRIVERg,fWATERSg) on the relationship ows-into was given. It also makes sense to require the functional restriction (fTOWNg,fCOUNTRYg) for lies-in in order to express that a town lies in exactly one country. 5.5 De nition: (key speci cation) The syntax of a key speci cation for an entity type e is given by a subset a 1 ,..,a n of the attributes of e, a subset c 1 ,...,c m of the components of e and a subset r 1 ,...,r m of the relationships of e. The semantics of a key speci cation is given by the formula ( 8 v , w : e ) v 6 = w ) a 1 (v) 6 = a 1 (w) _ ... _ a n (v) 6 = a n (w) _ c 1 (v) 5.6 Remarks: The*-notation has to be explained shortly: Suppose r(A,B,C) is given. Then the relationship r is part of a key for the entity type B, if the following formula holds. 14 (8 v , w : B ) ...
( 9 x A : A ) ( 9 x C : C ) r(x A ,v,x C ) xor r(x A ,w,x C )
... Please notice, the other direction of the implication in the key speci cation formula trivially holds. Thus, key speci cations can be regarded as characterizations of equality. Key relations also allow more subtle objects than key functions Suppose the data type d has only two values 0 and 1, the attribute a is the only key for E1 and the relationship r the only one for E2. Because the attribute a can only take two values there are (up to isomorphism) only two possible entities e1 1 and e1 2 of type E1, which can beobserved to be inequivalent : a(e1 1 )=0 and a(e1 2 )=1. In the case of a key function r from E2 to E1 there are also only two observable inequivalent entities for E2. But, if r is an arbitrary relation, there are (up to isomorphism) four possible entities for E2 : e2 1 related with no E1-entity, e2 2 related with e1 1 , e2 3 related with e1 2 and e2 4 related with e1 1 and e1 2 .
It is an open problem how to construct \universes" EDG 86, SSE 87] for key relations.
The above example suggests some kind of power set construction yielding a nal algebra analogously to EDG 86, SSE 87].
5.7 Example: The example in chapter 2 required that fname, ows-throughg is a key for RIVER. For the entity type TOWN on can demand fname,lies-ing as well as fgeometryg to be a key:
( 8 t , t' : TOWN ) t 6 = t' ) name(t) 6 = name(t') _ ( 9 c : COUNTRY ) lies-in(t,c) xor lies-in(t',c) t 6 = t' ) geometry(t) 6 = geometry(t')
The last line says : If two towns have the same geometry (the same list of points representing the town's border), then the towns are identical. This example shows that more than one key for a single entity type can make sense. 5.8 De nition: (cardinality constraint) The syntax of a cardinality constraint for a set-, list-or bag-valued attribute or component f of entity type e is given by a pair of integers (low,high). The semantics is given by ( 8 v : e ) low CNT(f(v))^CNT(f(v)) high. 2 5.9 Example: The example in chapter 2 restricted the number of streets for a district. These kind of constraints cannot be expressed in the \classical" relational calculi. Another such typical example again involves aggregate functions. Domain or tuple calculus cannot express a constraint like \The average age of the ministers of a country should not be greater than 
